
Key facts

Meet and learn from unicorn founders 
& startup investors

Receive a certificate upon successful 
completion of the programme

Access our platform built to help you launch 
a startup: courses, mentoring, outsourcing 
opportunities, and more

Meet carefully selected peers who share 
your entrepreneurial goals and might end up 
becoming your co-founder

Duration 04 Sept 2023 – 28 June 2024
Sept - Oct: Live Lecture Phase
Nov -  Feb.: Platform & Support Phase 

Location The programme can be completed 
online from anywhere

Time 
Commitment

During the Live Lectures phase:
a minimum of 8h/w. (evening CET)

During the Platform & Support phase:
we recommend at least 20h/w to be spend on 
your startup asynchronously. 

Costs Free (no tuition fee)

The EWOR Post-Idea-Fellowship is 
designed for people that are already 
working on their own startup and 
want to get investor-ready.

Benefits

Process

Platform

Several intense, live sessions per week 
(over a 6-week period)

Engage in experiential 

learning where you apply what 

you learn right-away and learn 

through reflection and 

feedback.

20+ courses developed 

by successful startup 

founders and investors guide 

you through topics ranging 

from customer discovery to 

NoCode development.

Sign up for a 1:1 mentoring 

call with successful 

entrepreneurs or investors,  

and download free legal 

templates, pitch deck 

templates, and more.

Outsource tasks such as 

financial accounting, app 

development, or website 

design to our network of 

carefully vetted partners.

System Courses Resources Services

The best startups receive €75k-€150k 
funding from EWOR at a €1.5m post-money 
cap

Learning
by Doing

Learning by
Studying



The EWOR Education Circle

Scaling

Product-
market fit

Prototyping Early Validation

Synthesis 
& Ideation

Customer Discovery

Organisation Building & Growth

Product Management

Speed & Design

Empathy & Need Identification

Opportunity Recognition

Coding & Analysis

The EWOR Education Circle covers all topics of the startup journey, but in many areas you are free to 
set your own learning journey. The following important topics are taught by experts in these areas with 
a hands-on approach.

Some of our lecturers, mentors & advisors
The EWOR concept was conceived and developed in collaboration with unicorn founders, successful entrepreneurs, 
startup investors and reputable academics. Among those are:

Alex has co-founded ProGlove, 
which was sold for € 500m, has 
been managing Director at IDEO, 
and helped articulate the Design 
Thinking Method. He has initiated 
and led many innovation and 
entrepreneurship programs at 
universities across the globe.

Alexander Grots

Vaitea built Enapter, which IPO’d 
at €600 Mio and won the 
Earthshot Prize which she 
received from Prince William. 
She is also the Berlin Director of 
Sigma Squared society.

Vaitea Cowan

Florian Huber

Mattias is a serial entrepreneur, 
who founded two ventures which 
IPO'd at a valuation of over $1bn. 
He owns over 60 patents, many 
of which he has sold to 
renowned corporations.

Mattias Bergström

Florian founded united-domains 
(sold to 1&1 Group in 2015) and 
neubau kompass (Germany’s 
leading real estate marketplace). 
Florian was an angel investor 
investing in more than 50 tech 
startups. He was awarded 
"Business Angel of the Year".

We help you build your own company by giving you access to our entrepreneurship 
education, a network of successful entrepreneurs & investors, and a carefully 
selected group of like-minded peers to form connections for life.


